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The PSA is a means to communicate with future 
litigators and judges about the parties’ intent

Deal 
Negotiators 
and Drafters

PSA Future 
Litigators

Judges / 
juries



The negative results of not considering the litigator’s 
perspective

• Agreement does not 
function as intended
• Disputes develop

• Lengthy & expensive litigation –
• Complaints about “ignorant” judges 

& juries and “obviously” wrong 
decisions

• Issues often foreseeable from litigator’s perspective
• Anticipation is the first step to avoidance



Solution – 6 topics to think about

1. …your (future) audience – (i) judges and clerks, and (ii) people,
2. …the “story” – PSA unique tool: use to define context of what

led to the transaction & what parties intended to occur after it;
3. …avoiding a lawsuit – not just through indemnities, but

measures to keep the parties from resorting to litigation
4. …who will pay if a lawsuit occurs – structuring insurance and

indemnities to ensure all liability is covered
5. …background law, rules, and precedent – using them to avoid

overly detailed agreements & provisions
6. …“standard” clauses – whether they really are needed or

appropriate

You can see litigator’s perspective by thinking about…



Think about…
1. …your (future) audience – (i) judges and clerks, and (ii)

people
2. …the “story” – PSA unique tool: use to define context of

what led to the transaction & what parties intended to
occur after it;

3. …avoiding a lawsuit – (i) treating counterparties fairly, (ii)
giving aggrieved an “out”, and (iii) a financial incentive
not to sue

4. …who will pay if a lawsuit occurs – structuring insurance
and indemnities to ensure all liability is covered

5. …background law, rules, and precedent – using them to
avoid overly detailed agreements & provisions

6. …“standard” clauses and definitions – consider whether
and how to use them



How to win lawsuits

• First step in litigation – convince the judge 
to want to rule for you

• Rest is just giving him the vehicle to do so



The PSA is read and drafted by two different audiences, 
which are different in three ways

• Parties
• Their Lawyers

• The litigation team
• Judges / juries

Transaction audience

Litigation audience

1.  Objectivity

2.  Experience

3.  Motivation

Three Difference



Those who draft an agreement may not realize their 
subjectivity colors their interpretation of it

1.  Objectivity • Knowledge of 
background of 
transaction
• Parties’ motivations 

and subjective 
expectations
• Conduct during 

negotiations, leading 
to agreement

• Knowing nothing
about the 
transaction or 
parties
• Will interpret PSA

according to the 
plain and ordinary 
meaning of its terms

Transaction audience: 
Subjective perspective

Litigation audience: 
Objective perspective

Mitigate?
• have objective litigator review agreement
• confirm it says what you think



2. Experience  – those who interpret your agreement 
are not civil transactional or oil & gas lawyers

• In federal court:

– judges spend more time on 

criminal trials than civil

– Of civil cases, majority 

habeas, civil rights, or 

employment discrimination

• State court - no 
comprehensive statistics, at 

least do not see complex 

PSA’s regularly

• Judges diverse, often political 

backgrounds

– Few worked in oil & gas

– Few see oil & gas regularly

• Particular issue in areas of 

new discoveries

• Clerks

– Your PSA –> their first

Not civil transactional lawyers Not oil & gas lawyers

2. Experience



Consequence – you cannot count on future audience 
having a priori knowledge

• PSA’s have a structure

– Your audience may not be 
aware of it

– Clerk – may not know what 
“reps & warranties” are…

• “Everyone” knows the purpose 
of certain clauses

– Your audience not

• Obvious issues for specialized 
industries - IP, oil & gas, etc.)

• Also for common transaction 
structures – e.g., courts have 
become confused:

– a deal “closed”, yet

– post-closing adjustments to 
the closing price were 
required…

Of the PSA Of your subject matter



Solutions – communicate clearly & use what they know

• Impart background 

knowledge in the 

PSA

‒ Of industry, and

‒ the transaction

Description

Communicate 
Clarity

• Defined terms – use 

extensively and exclusively

• Context – provide narrative:

– Of transaction – in recitals

– Of choices – in clauses

How you can use

• They know how to 

read cases and 

apply canons of 

construction

• Will rule based on 

controlling cases

Background 
law and legal 
reasoning

• Use clauses courts in your 

jurisdiction have ruled on 

previously

• If different, reference the 

ruled-on clause & explain 

the difference



2. Experience  – Judge will interpret PSA (i) in light of 
surrounding events and (ii) to be fair – need to explain
3. Motivation

• Obvious unfairness
• Unexplained unfairness – if unavoidable, explain it
• Unenforceable clauses

• Narrative, story explaining:
– context and choices
– what counterparty received for bitter pills
• Statements of purpose or intent
– seems fairer
– Judges do not want to thwart clear and express will 

of parties

Avoid

Provide



Think about…
1. …your (future) audience – (i) judges and clerks, and (ii)

people
2. …the “story” – PSA unique tool: use to define context of

what led to the transaction & what parties intended to
occur after it;

3. …avoiding a lawsuit – (i) treating counterparties fairly, (ii)
giving aggrieved an “out”, and (iii) a financial incentive
not to sue

4. …who will pay if a lawsuit occurs – structuring insurance
and indemnities to ensure all liability is covered

5. …background law, rules, and precedent – using them to
avoid overly detailed agreements & provisions

6. …“standard” clauses and definitions – consider whether
and how to use them



The PSA is litigated as part of a broader narrative or 
story – use the PSA to define that narrative
• Case “about” one 

clause 
• But, part of litigation 

will be events that
–led to PSA, and
–to disagreement
–and then lawsuit
• Judge / jury’s 
perception of narrative 
determinative

Use the PSA to define 
that narrative
• Only document 

guaranteed to be 
studied in litigation
• Opportunity to define 

your story: 
–Objective
–Mutually agreed to
– Preceded dispute



Provide narrative recitals and specific provisions

• Impart background 
knowledge in the PSA
‒ of the industry, and
‒ of the transaction

Description

Recitals

• Why specific choices 
were made
• How certain 

(complex) clauses are 
supposed to function

Specific 
provisions / 
clauses

Concretely, describe:
• Client’s motivation for 

entering into PSA
• Provisions material to 

that decision (court 
must enforce)
• Concessions client made 

– why deal fair

• Deviations from 
standard clauses
• Intent of parties with 

complex clauses – e.g., 
payment schedules



Think about…
1. …your (future) audience – (i) judges and clerks, and (ii)

people
2. …the “story” – PSA unique tool: use to define context of

what led to the transaction & what parties intended to
occur after it;

3. …avoiding a lawsuit – (i) treating counterparties fairly, (ii)
giving aggrieved an “out”, and (iii) a financial incentive
not to sue

4. …who will pay if a lawsuit occurs – structuring insurance
and indemnities to ensure all liability is covered

5. …background law, rules, and precedent – using them to
avoid overly detailed agreements & provisions

6. …“standard” clauses and definitions – consider whether
and how to use them



The problem
• Ever lengthier 

agreements 
and

• more detailed 
provisions

• Ambiguity, and
• Denials of 

summary 
judgment

• Inconsistencies 
and

• internal 
contradictions

• Outcomes:
– At best – lengthy and expensive discovery and litigation 

before suit resolved
– At worst – agreement (mis-)interpreted, contrary to 

intent of the parties
• Litigation lengthy, expensive, and distracting regardless



3 measures to consider when negotiating and 
drafting the PSA to avoid a lawsuit

Don’t 
motivate 
someone to 
want to sue

• Avoid provisions:
– grossly unfair
– yield opposite result 

one would expect

Give an 
aggrieved an 
“out”…

Description Example / notes

…and 
financial 
incentives

• EBITDA based earnouts:
– where hit,
– but for acquirer’s 

overhead
• Party with “nothing to 

lose” -> scorched earth 
lawsuit

• Earnout partially forfeited 
if rest of team stays on
• Re-allocate receivables / 

production proceeds

• Tangible financial 
incentive:
– penalty if litigation,
– reward if not

• “For cause” severance 
package, forfeited if suit 
filed



Think about…
1. …your (future) audience – (i) judges and clerks, and (ii)

people
2. …the “story” – PSA unique tool: use to define context of

what led to the transaction & what parties intended to
occur after it;

3. …avoiding a lawsuit – (i) treating counterparties fairly, (ii)
giving aggrieved an “out”, and (iii) a financial incentive
not to sue

4. …who will pay if a lawsuit occurs – structuring insurance
and indemnities to ensure all liability is covered

5. …background law, rules, and precedent – using them to
avoid overly detailed agreements & provisions

6. …“standard” clauses and definitions – consider whether
and how to use them



Transacting for lawsuits – two problems often arise 
from issues transacting attorneys may not consider

• Indemnities – maximize
• ADR – keep out of court

Transactional lawyers often 
consider

Transactional lawyers often 
fail to consider
• Who will pay if a lawsuit 

arises – a party angry 
enough will get around 
indemnities…
• Client’s CGL coverage

Two issues
• Indemnity too 

successful – only claims 
remaining fraud, 
intentional misconduct
• Contractually assumed 

liability exclusion – PSA
not “assumed contract”



Some solutions to avoid these two problems

Too successful 
– only 
possible 
claims not 
covered

Contractual 
liability –
excluded 
despite CGL
coverage

Solution(s)
• Leave other (difficult to prove) but covered 

claims
• Provide for attorneys’ fee award if suit not 

successful, to discourage “Hail Mary” suit

• Purchase / request rider
• Add PSA to “insured contract” policy schedule
• Conduct coverage analysis when negotiating 

indemnities

1 Colony Nat’l Ins. Co. v. Maniex, 461 Fed.App. 401 (5th Cir. 2012)



Think about…
1. …your (future) audience – (i) judges and clerks, and (ii)

people
2. …the “story” – PSA unique tool: use to define context of

what led to the transaction & what parties intended to
occur after it;

3. …avoiding a lawsuit – (i) treating counterparties fairly, (ii)
giving aggrieved an “out”, and (iii) a financial incentive
not to sue

4. …who will pay if a lawsuit occurs – structuring insurance
and indemnities to ensure all liability is covered

5. …background law, rules, and precedent – using them to
avoid overly detailed agreements & provisions

6. …“standard” clauses and definitions – consider whether
and how to use them



The problem (again)
• Ever lengthier 

agreements 
and
• more detailed 

provisions

• Ambiguity, 
and
• Denials of 

summary 
judgment

• Inconsistencies and internal 
contradictions
• Newly drafted, complex 

clauses:
– distinguishable from 

standard provision
– no controlling precedent

• Outcomes:
– At best – lengthy and expensive discovery and litigation
– At worst – agreement (mis-)interpreted
• Litigation lengthy, expensive, and distracting regardless



Three alternatives to more length and detail

Background 
law / 
precedent

• Courts don’t know 
O&G
• Can read cases

Standard 
provisions

Description

Default rules

• Tendency is to rewrite 
provision; don’t
• Start from standard, 

and explain deviations

• Use default rules
• E.g., ADR – AAA rules
• Delivery – standard 

risk allocations

• More likely to be 
litigated previously–
precedent
• Fewer inconsistencies 

– been tested
• Often superior
– Prognosticating 

hard
– Default rules 

developed for a 
reason



Think about…
1. …your (future) audience – (i) judges and clerks, and (ii)

people
2. …the “story” – PSA unique tool: use to define context of

what led to the transaction & what parties intended to
occur after it;

3. …avoiding a lawsuit – (i) treating counterparties fairly, (ii)
giving aggrieved an “out”, and (iii) a financial incentive
not to sue

4. …who will pay if a lawsuit occurs – structuring insurance
and indemnities to ensure all liability is covered

5. …background law, rules, and precedent – using them to
avoid overly detailed agreements & provisions

6. …“standard” clauses and definitions – consider whether
and how to use them



Standard forms – the issue

• We all use standard forms from our firm’s systems
• The issue – “standard” now includes clauses not needed 

or inappropriate for a transaction



Two clauses often needlessly (and harmfully) included

“Time is
of the 
Essence” 
– all 
deadlines 
firm

• All deadline changes 
material modifications

• No informal extensions

• If deadline not met –
ambiguity, 
unenforceability

Merger –
this agree-
ment is 
only 
agreement

Issue(s) Alternatives / solutions
• Analyze deadlines 

individually
• Make “of the essence” only 

as needed in that clause
• Can always add to 

extension if first deadline 
not met

• Often are other 
agreements – parties 
blocked from invoking 
other if one breached
• Side agreements, e.g., 

extending closing date, 
made inadmissible

• Use clauses intended:
– no parol evidence, and
– no reliance on oral or 

pre-K representations
• Insist to include references 

to other agreements



Deadlines and dates – problems result from defining 
them in different places throughout the PSA

• Multiple 
deadlines and 
dates
• Defined 

throughout 
PSA

“Of the essence” 
clause – one 
deadline not met

inconsistencies 
between dates

Issue(s) Situation(s) Resulting problem

material breach

• Ambiguity, meaning
– no summary 

judgment
– Likelihood of 

misinterpretation



Solution – define all dates and deadlines together

Solution
• Gather and define 

together at once
– then use defined terms 

throughout agreement
– Same as technical 

definitions

Advantages
• Easy modification – change 

once in definition
• Forces consideration of dates 

together:
– More likely to be correctly 

provided for, and in logical 
sequence

– Avoid inconsistencies



10/8/19

Questions?


